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Within the next five years, it's probably safe to say, it'll have more power, bigger brakes, and a
more responsive and highly refined rear-drive chassis. But we wanted a more definitive answer.
Even insiders on the Mustang team said they aren't exactly sure which direction America's
original ponycar will take. Some of that depends on market conditions and certainly fuel prices.
But that still didn't answer it for us. So we asked engineers from the Mustang development
team, the director of Ford's Racing Technology group, and the experts with SVT Special Vehicle
Team to get a little closer to sheetmetal reality. They shocked us by giving us far more than
that: the exclusive first test of a straightline rocket and an all-out corner carver. We were led
into a nondescript garage at Ford's top-secret proving grounds in Dearborn, Michigan, and
invited to lift the covers off two cars. Both cars should put Camaro, Firebird, and Vette pilots on
red alert. Keep in mind that both cars are a long, long way from EPA certification and
showrooms, but even Vipers should approach these Cobras with more caution. Performance
cars tend to suffer badly from a corporate plague known as "paralysis of analysis. Amazingly,
the Corvette and the Viper are recent triumphs of passion over paralysis. The C5 Corvette
almost got cancelled entirely in the early '90s because market studies done by GM whiz kids
indicated there was no longer any profitable volume of interested sports car buyers. Ironically,
today's assembly line at the Vette's Bowling Green plant groans as it cranks out enough
two-seaters to meet demand. Likewise, there was no business-school model for Viper
production. Luckily, it's not all marketing voodoo at Ford. The performance gurus at the
company know you've got to smell the burning rubber. Squeeze the Brembos. Feel your neck
muscles strain to keep your helmet off the headrest. Listen to a gutsy V-8 wind up to its rpm
redline. Neatly clip a track apex at mph. In other words: It's about the cars, stupid. Our sleuthing
just paid off. We were given all-out access to these two hot experimental Mustangs, including
high-speed testing. That's a big deal, and we knew it. Our tire-burning playground was in the
wooded hills of Ford's Romeo, Michigan, proving ground. Located about 50 miles north of
Detroit, this facility is surrounded by dense forest, privacy berms, tall barbed-wire fences, and a
serious security force. So don't even think about showing up at the gate without a formal invite.
There are no tours. Try to imagine a bucolic prison complex where there are stacks of safety
waivers to sign, camo-covered future models, burn-resistant garages, salt-bath trenches, wildly
bad roads, and vast fields of blacktop for evaluating powerful cars. Thankfully, our names were
on the visitor list the day we came to test the Cobra Jet and the Competition model. We were
cautioned up front that it hadn't had a lot of detailed suspension or brake work for managing
curves. And this proved essentially true at the track. Oddly, though, Ford Engineers seemed a
bit tight-lipped about why, exactly, they decided to assemble this coupe with the F Lightning
pickup's supercharged 5. We suggested it was done because Ford's regular Cobra customers
are tired of having their clocks cleaned at stoplights by LS1 V-8 Camaros and Firebirds. This
statement evoked sheepish smiles. Then one of the engineering boys offered that it was
necessary to "stress test" the Cobra's suspension and driveline with something beyond the
current ponies of the 4. We think our summation is probably more on target. With the blas
manner typical of development engineers with access to the vast fabrication and machining
shops of a carmaking operation, Mark Smith, supervisor for Mustang vehicle dynamics and NVH
noise, vibration, harshness development, told us it was pretty much a snap to squeeze the
Lightning's supercharged V-8 into the pony bay. The iron-block 5. That's the same trans used in
the Viper and in units of the fire-breathing horsepower Cobra R. In the Lightning pickup, this
engine is teamed exclusively with a super-duty four-speed automatic. Customers are always
screaming for more power. Also facilitating the motor swap are the Cobra R's beefier driveshaft,
a larger power-steering cooler, a modified intercooler, hand-fabricated supercharger inlet
plumbing, Cobra R mufflers and 3. About the only other thing we did was put the bigger tires on
it to better manage the power. What's A Cobra Competition? The super-hot Competition model
starts with a basic 4. Instead of the standard SAE net horsepower at rpm, Ford says the engine
is making horses and has a rpm redline, thanks to special freer-breathing cylinder heads; a
dual-inlet, dual-runner magnesium intake manifold; two millimeter throttle bodies;
higher-flow-rate injectors; dual air cleaners; a tweaked electronic control unit; and a
low-restriction louder , header-equipped exhaust system. The battery has been moved to the
trunk for better weight distribution and to make room for a second air-cleaner canister. Dan
Davis, who's been director of Ford's Racing Technology shop for two and a half years, offered
that his team is working hard and showing good progress toward making these go-faster parts
available for catalog customers. But, as yet, there's no pricing and no part-order numbers for
the heads or manifold. Davis also mentioned that there's a very slim possibility these pieces will
be on a production model available from a dealer. For now, remember, this is only a
non-EPA-friendly racer, despite the retained catalysts. SVT logically decided it wanted the demo
car to be safe and durable. So a rollcage, window nets, a differential oil cooler, and four-point

racing harnesses were added. The finishing touch was to be a set of four-piston Brembo
calipers hung on the front spindles. Then SVT went looking for an edge. Davis offered his
experimental heads, the dual-runner magnesium manifold, and the electronic fuel-induction
tweaks to make them work. It's to be flogged mercilessly at events. It's got a pretty simple paint
job because guys are going to run into things. This was not a high-price deal. You have
basically no budget. You get some free parts from Ford Racing. You put it together in your
garage. It's what a normal guy would be able to do with normal tools. But, like a typical home
project, it got out of hand when that engine found its way into the bay. And wow, this thing is
really something now. Just barely dodging a late-spring snowfall at Romeo, we first set to work
testing the acceleration of these siblings in chilly power-boosting degree F weather. Although
both coupes managed rather impressively to hit in just There wasn't another launch rev-band,
speed, time, or shift point that was the same. Their personalities also ran to opposite extremes.
The 5. That's uncharted territory for a Mustang V Copious wheel spin was available at will at
virtually any time, which is fun but not the best for quick mph times. As a result, its mph time of
5. However, once the Cobra Jet hooked up, it really hauled, posting a quarter-mile best of But
the competition ate its lunch with a 4. The CJ's 3. Gearing, traction, and power through the rev
range are all vital. With its much heavier iron-block engine, the nose wanted to keep steering the
car even after we'd cut the wheel looking for a change in direction. And although its foot mph
brake-distance numbers are identical to those of the Competition, we found we had to leave lots
of cool-down time between runs to maintain these short stops. Fade lurked menacingly if we
tried to clip cool-down periods too short. The Cobra Competition, on the other hand, gobbled
stop after brutal stop with scarcely a peep from the four-piston front calipers. Even the mph
stops from the top of the blistering acceleration blasts were consumed happily. On the skidpad,
the Competition again reigned supreme, with 0. Neither number should be considered as the
best these cars can do, as the surface of the handling area was not up to the grip coefficient of
our usual test venue. In conclusion, we feel a street-version of the Competition with its instant
engine response and well-matched T five-speed trans ratios would really please lots of
enthusiasts. The good news is that, as soon as Ford Racing Parts can get some of these bigger,
new pieces like the mufflers, heads and manifold into the catalog, you can build one yourself,
EPA and DMV emissions tests permitting. No, it did not feel quite as ready for prime time. The
six-speed trans ratios only poorly matched this engine's prodigious low-rev torque. We ran out
of time for many other launch experimentations, but engineers at the track finally suggested we
skip either first or second gear for better times. In the end, they also admitted that some of the
nose mass will have to go, a taller final drive might need to be installed, second gear might have
to be changed, and the blower pulley drive will have to be modified to handle more revs. For
now, a fuel cut-off protects the blower's rotors from speeds in excess of 13, blower rpm. Despite
our best efforts, we did nothing but bump the motor against the rev limiter all day. But there's
promise here. The best part is we got a good taste for where Ford may take the Mustang. The
whole point behind these cars is to put significant amounts of affordable fun into the hands of
driving enthusiasts. That's a good thing best summed up by Andy Schwartz, the wise Ford
Motorsport engineer directly responsible for developing the Cobra Competition's heads and
magnesium manifold. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Jack Keebler writers.
Dearborn, Mich. Body style 2-door, 4-pass. EFI Seq. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. After
one year out of the marketplace, the SVT Mustang Cobra returned for with a full horsepower and
five new exterior colors and a number of exterior changes that included a return to the word
COBRA embossed into the rear fascia. The Cobra returned with a hp 4. The Cobra Mustang
included a independent rear suspension system, raising the standard for muscle car
performance. While the Cobra shares almost all the same components of the , some changes
were made including:. Share Tweet. Fourth Gen Mustang. See all results. Weekly Mustang News
Get the latest Mustang news, rumors, deals and events each week. Cool Mustang stuff. No crap,
we promise. This site uses cookies: Find out more. Okay, thanks. Longitudinally mounted,
degree V8, cast aluminum block and heads, iron cylinder liners, fully counterweighted forged
crankshaft. Double overhead camshafts, chain drive to exhaust cams, secondary chains from
exhaust to intake cams, roller finger followers with hydraulic lash adjustment, oval-wire
beehive- shaped valve springs, four valves per cylinder. Modified gas-charged MacPherson
strut, with separate lb. Multi-link independent, steel upper control arm, aluminum lower control
arm, fixed toe-control tie rod, aluminum spindle, gas-charged tubular shock absorber, lb.
Four-channel, four-sensor system. Linked to all-speed traction control. Accomplished by engine
ignition timing, cylinder cut-off, brake application. Linked to ABS module and engine control
module. Driver-controlled on-off switch. We always thought we knew what Mustangs were all
about: reasonably quick coupes that, despite being slower and less sure-footed then Camaros ,
still outsold the Chevy pony car by a margin of four to one. How could this be? Some say the

Mustang looks better, or that the Camaro's bulked-up body turns off potential buyers. Even
though Ford is clearly killing Chevy at the showrooms, the Dearborn automaker made a variety
of refinements to its SVT Mustang Cobra that it hoped would finally produce a Mustang that
equaled a Camaro's quickness and agility. The Cobra's crude solid rear axle was replaced with
an independent rear suspension in , and the engine's output was boosted by 15 horses to
â€”the same as in the killer Camaro Z28SS. But Ford's hoped-for glory never materialized
because, oddly enough, the enhanced horsepower didn't make the Cobra any quicker. The
Cobra needed 5. We figured that although the Cobra had equal horsepower, the 5. It turns out
that many of the Cobra's 15 new horses had jumped the fenceâ€”and it wasn't just our test car.
About midway through the model year, Cobra owners, who thought their cars just didn't feel
horses strong, started taking their cars to dynos and testing them. Some Cobras were missing
as much as 20 of the advertised horsepower. These guys were miffed. And they got on the horn
in big numbers and began howling, "Where's the beef? By the time Ford discovered its horses
weren't where its mouth was, then figured out a fix for each of the cars already sold and also
designed new parts for production cars, there wasn't enough time to get the new parts into
Cobras. As a result, Ford did not produce any for that model year. Ford now says is the first
production year that all Cobras make horsepower. As you can imagine, we were quite eager to
get into the latest Cobra model. We received the Mineral Gray model pictured here. The car felt
strong, but it still didn't seem to have Camaro punch. Perhaps horses was still optimistic. Then
we strapped on the test gear and made a few runs at the track. The results were
staggeringâ€”the Cobra's acceleration time matched a Camaro SS's. The Cobra scooted to 60
mph in only 4. Our last Z28SS a particularly quick model we tested in October hit 60 mph in 4.
Had Ford slipped us an especially strong one? We asked for a second Cobra, and soon a white
convertible arrived. The technicians at APE strapped our gray coupe onto the dyno rolls and
recorded horsepower at the rear wheels. If you correct for driveline losses about 15 percent ,
the rear-wheel dyno number correlates to crankshaft horsepower, exactly as advertised. We
then put the white convertible Cobra onto the dyno, and although we expected to see some
typical production variation, we did not. It too made rear-wheel horsepower. So you can take it
from us: At least two Cobras produced the advertised horsepower. The newfound quickness
and consistent engine performance are only part of the story as the Cobra has left its crude
pony-car roots and joined the ranks of competent sports coupes. The floaty,
not-sure-what-the-tires-are-doing feeling that has plagued Mustangs is gone. Now you can point
the Cobra exactly where you want and assume it will go there. The car feels appropriately firm
without being harsh, and it never bounces off bumps or potholes. You can thank the
independent rear suspension for the Cobra's buttoned-down, confidence-inspiring behavior.
According to Art Hyde, chief program engineer for the Mustang, the new independent rear
suspension achieved three significant things: It slashed unsprung weight by pounds, reduced
lateral compliance, and allowed an inch more of wheel travel. The result is nothing short of a
Cobra transformation that, along with some of the other detail changes new seats and an inch
more of front legroom and the always alluring exhaust snarl, has turned the Cobra into a car
that's a superb all-arounder. There's really nothing the Cobra can't do either well or extremely
well. It's quick, it stops from 70 mph in feet, and it claws at the pavement with 0. Too bad Chevy
doesn't have the cojones to respond. Even so, we're glad to know that once the Camaro leaves
us next year, the last pony car left standing won't be the slowest one. It is somewhat irritating to
know that a standard Mustang can be had for about 18 grand, but to get one that is going to get
your blood in motion, you have to ante up another 10 large. Once I enter the realm where the
price tags even approach 30 grand, the word Mustang is no longer on my mindâ€”I'm thinking
Audi and BMW, and could I possibly swing the payments for a C-class Mercedes? Call me
cheap. And although I'll admit that this is an exceptionally handsome paint job and a superb
new color, and the seats are a huge improvement over the standard chairs, count me out. Even
a full-second edge to 60 mph wont entice me. This Cobra is probably as good as this generation
of Mustang is going to get. It's really quick. It sounds tremendous. And sans rear wing and
painted a tasteful color, this is a pretty good-looking car. But the Cobra is going to cost you. Am
I greedy to think that I should be able to get a Mustang GT that feels like this for six grand less?
And although SVT changed the rear fascia to read "Cobra" instead of the Cobra's fascia that
read "Mustang," its origins can't be hidden. There is a limit to what even horsepower and an
independent rear suspension can do. This Cobra feels slightly heavy and ponderous as do all
Mustangs â€”Daniel Pund. Lots of snort here, and I'm sure the SVT people are sleeping better
as the product finally measures up to the hp promise. Now t
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hey should get busy and fix the elements that really need fixing. This or any other Mustang is
out of step with the times in terms of chassis, comfort, and control layout. Specifically, the
relationships among the wheel, seat, and foot pedals just don't work for taller drivers. There's
not enough fore-and-aft seat travel, and the seats rate a B-minus at best. The plain truth is that
the Mustang is rapidly becoming antique. A fast antique, for sure. But antique nonetheless. New
Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. From the
July issue of Car and Driver. Muscle Cars! Highs: V-8 snarl, first-class punch, refined new
chassis. Lows: Fix the understeer. Expand Collapse. This content is created and maintained by
a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may
be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests.

